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COUNTRY ACTION UPDATES | MAY 2014 Paciﬁc Private Sector Development Initiative ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK



PSDI is a regional technical assistance facility co-ﬁnanced by the Asian Development Bank and the Governments of Australia and New Zealand.



COUNTRY ACTION UPDATES | MAY 2014 WHO WE ARE: THE PACIFIC PRIVATE SECTOR DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE (PSDI) is working with ADB’s Paciﬁc developing member countries to improve the enabling environment for business and address constraints to private sector development in support of sustainable and inclusive economic growth. In operation since 2007, PSDI helps Paciﬁc island countries to reform the business environment and remove the constraints to doing business; foster entrepreneurship and new business models; remove barriers to women’s participation in business; help the private sector to formalize and grow their businesses, to create jobs, pay taxes, and lift people out of poverty.



WHAT WE DO: 5 CORE FOCUS AREAS PSDI concentrates its activity across ﬁve core Focus Areas: 1.



promoting access to ﬁnance and ﬁnancial services



2. business law reform and online business registries 3. state-owned enterprise (SOE) reform and public–private partnerships (PPPs) 4. advancing the economic empowerment of women, and 5. promoting competition and consumer protection.



WHERE WE DO IT: 14 PACIFIC ISLAND COUNTRIES PSDI works with ADB’s 14 Paciﬁc developing member countries (DMCs): • • • • • • •



Cook Islands Fiji Kiribati Marshall Islands Federated States of Micronesia Nauru Palau



• • • • • • •



Papua New Guinea Samoa Solomon Islands Timor-Leste Tonga Tuvalu Vanuatu
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PSDI works with ADB’s 14 Paciﬁc developing member countries to improve the enabling environment for business and address constraints to private sector development in support of sustainable and inclusive economic growth.



PSDI is a regional technical assistance facility co-ﬁnanced by the Asian Development Bank and the Governments of Australia and New Zealand.



PSDI helps ADB’s 14 Pacific developing member countries take the track to sustainable economic growth. Responding to requests from countries, PSDI works with governments, companies and private sector organizations to improve the business environment in the Pacific. Applying a rigorous and diagnostic approach, PSDI’s expert team provides technical assistance and support services in policy and program development, advocacy, legislative and administrative reform, capacity building and technology project management.



PSDI works in five core focus areas



!



Access to Finance Business Law Reform State-owned Enterprise Reform and PPPs Advancing Economic Empowerment of Women Competition Policy & Consumer Protection
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SOUTH PACIFIC MICROSTATES PSDI ACTIVITY UPDATE | MAY 2014



BACKGROUND



OVERVIEW THE PACIFIC PRIVATE SECTOR DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE (PSDI) is a regional technical assistance facility coﬁnanced by the Asian Development Bank and the Governments of Australia and New Zealand. PSDI is working with ADB’s Paciﬁc developing member countries to improve the enabling environment for business and address constraints to private sector development in support of sustainable and inclusive economic growth. PSDI is active on a selective basis in all the South Paciﬁc Microstates, primarily with reform of SOEs. From 2007–2013, PSDI spent over $125,000 on competition, state-owned enterprise (SOE) reform, and company law reform in the Cook Islands; and about $16,500 on SOE reform in Tuvalu.



COOK ISLANDS



DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS



BUSINESS LAW REFORM: PSDI is supporting company law and registry reform in the Cook Islands. It undertook a review of the existing Act in 2013 and is in discussions with the government and the New Zealand Aid Programme on the implementation plan. STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISE REFORM: In November 2011, PSDI reviewed the legislative, governance and monitoring framework for Cook Islands’ SOEs. The government endorsed the recommendations from the resulting gap analysis in July 2012. Implementation was suspended in March 2013 as the government sought clariﬁcation on a number of issues. A further review was undertaken in July 2013, and updated recommendations were submitted to government in August 2013. PSDI stands ready to support implementation in 2014. COMPETITION: PSDI completed an assessment of competition and consumer protection laws in 2009. The government agreed to the reform recommendations, but no implementation schedule was deﬁned. PSDI recommenced competition work in 2014. A diagnostic was undertaken, with the report to be completed in May 2014. The government is considering reform to liberalize the telecommunications market in the Cook Islands. PSDI supported a diagnostic with the report to be completed in April 2014.



DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS



TUVALU PSDI is providing a peer review and high level support to SPSO for SPSO’s work on: (1) contracting out the management of the government-owned Vaiaku Hotel; and (2) for the merge of the Tuvalu Philatelic Bureau, Tuvalu Post Office and Tuvalu Ticketing Office into one entity.
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FIJI PSDI ACTIVITY UPDATE | MAY 2014



BACKGROUND



OVERVIEW THE PACIFIC PRIVATE SECTOR DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE (PSDI) is a regional technical assistance facility coﬁnanced by the Asian Development Bank and the governments of Australia and New Zealand. Although PSDI activities in Fiji have been limited by political considerations, PSDI allocated $370,000 in 2007–2013 on activities to improve access to ﬁnance, undertake a private sector assessment, and promote state-owned enterprise (SOE) reform. With changes in the political climate likely, PSDI is preparing to undertake a comprehensive review of its Fiji work program.



POTENTIAL PROJECTS



DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS



ACCESS TO FINANCE In 2012, PSDI published the results of microinsurance demand research in Fiji, in partnership with the Paciﬁc Financial Inclusion Programme (PFIP) and Australian Aid. The research contributed to the launch of the ﬁrst community based microinsurance scheme in the Paciﬁc, targeted at Indo-Fijian communities, in June 2012. PSDI also contributed to a workshop for insurance regulators convened by the Paciﬁc Islands Central Bank Working Group and organized by PFIP in 2012 and 2013. The workshop brought together insurance supervisors from seven Paciﬁc island countries to highlight the integral role that accessible insurance services plays within wider ﬁnancial inclusion efforts and to build requisite regulatory capacity. The workshop was held in Nadi, Fiji in June 2012 and August 2013.



Upon receipt of a request from the government, PSDI may support secured transactions reform in Fiji.



DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS



BUSINESS LAW REFORM PSDI supported electronic transactions laws in 2008 to facilitate the use of electronic payments.
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POTENTIAL PROJECTS



BUSINESS LAW REFORM (continued) With changes in the political climate likely, PSDI is preparing to undertake a comprehensive review of its Fiji work program.



POTENTIAL PROJECTS



DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS



STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISE REFORM AND PUBLIC–PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS PSDI supported SOE reform activities in Fiji, including director training and community service obligations (CSO) training. Moreover, Fiji participated in PSDI’s SOE performance benchmarking study in 2009, 2011, 2012, and 2014. PSDI provided peer review and ongoing support to an ADB stand-alone TA on SOE reform supporting SOE restructuring, outsourcing of SOE activities, and capacity building within the monitoring agencies.



ADB has received requests from the government to support new SOE restructuring and public-private partnership initiatives, including policy, legal, institutional, and transactional support. These requests will be discussed with the government in Q2 2014.



POTENTIAL PROJECTS



ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN There have been ongoing discussions with the Secretariat of the Paciﬁc Community on a pilot “Mentoring for Young Women,” and PSDI will be seeking to develop this further in 2014. The pilot seeks to engage with young women (under 30 years of age) through mentoring and skills training.



POTENTIAL PROJECTS



DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS



CROSSCUTTING



PSDI undertook an in-depth analysis of the constraints to private sector development in Fiji, published as Reinvigorating Private Sector Investment: A Private Sector Assessment for Fiji in 2013.



A brief update of the Fiji private sector assessment will be prepared for the incoming government.



MICRONESIA PSDI ACTIVITY UPDATE | MAY 2014



BACKGROUND



OVERVIEW THE PACIFIC PRIVATE SECTOR DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE (PSDI) is a regional technical assistance facility coﬁnanced by the Asian Development Bank and the Governments of Australia and New Zealand. PSDI is working with ADB’s Paciﬁc developing member countries to improve the enabling environment for business and address constraints to private sector development in support of sustainable and inclusive economic growth. From 2007 to 2013, the Republic of the Marshall Islands (RMI) received $115,000 in PSDI funds to support the preparation of an SOE policy and bill, and work related to secured transactions reform. In Kiribati over the same period, PSDI spent over $20,000 on SOE reform.



MARSHALL ISLANDS



ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



ACCESS TO FINANCE: A Secured Transactions Act was passed and an electronic registry put in place in 2007, with technical assistance from ADB. In 2014, PSDI will upgrade of the secured transactions registry applications and review the reforms undertaken in relation to the Secured Transactions Act 2007. STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISE REFORM: PSDI prepared an SOE Policy, which was endorsed by Cabinet in April 2012. AnSOEBillwasalsodraftedtostrengthenthegovernanceandcommercialorientationoftheSOEsandfurthersupportthe government’s ongoing efforts to improve their performance. PSDI continues to support the government in the passage of the SOE Bill—providing ongoing TA and attending public consultation meetings. The Bill is due to be reported back to the Legislature for a second reading in August 2014. RMI has also participated in the 2011 and 2012 Finding Balance studies on the comparative performance of stateowned enterprises in Fiji, Papua New Guinea, RMI, Samoa, Solomon Islands, and Tonga. A further update of the Finding Balance series—including three small island states outside the Paciﬁc—will be published in the ﬁrst half of 2014. The studies have raised awareness of the ﬁscal cost of the SOE sector in the RMI and strengthened the case for reform.



BACKGROUND



KIRIBATI BUSINESS LAW REFORM: PSDI will undertake a review of existing laws regulating the private sector, with a focus on company law and the company registry. A fact ﬁnding mission will commence in May 2014. STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISE REFORM: PSDI peer reviewed an SOE Bill, prepared under a separate ADB technical assistance (TA) project managed by ADB’s Paciﬁc Subregional Office in Suva, Fiji (SPSO). The Act was passed into law in April 2013. Phase 2 of the standalone SOE reform TA was approved by the ADB Board of Directors and commenced in Q1 2014. PSDI will participate in the TA inception mission provide support as necessary.
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MICRONESIA PSDI ACTIVITY UPDATE | MAY 2014



ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



FEDERATED STATES OF MICRONESIA (FSM) From 2007–2013, PSDI spent approximately $16,000 to support secured transactions registry upgrades in the Federated States of Micronesia. ACCESS TO FINANCE: In 2005–2006 ADB assisted the Government in implementing full-scale secured transactions reforms, with the successful passage and implementation of the Secured Transactions Act. PSDI is supporting an upgrade of the secured transactions registry application, planned for Q2 2014. Over 3,000 new loans have been granted as a result of the reform. An independent follow up review is targeted for 2014.



DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS



PALAU ACCESS TO FINANCE: Palau undertook secured transactions reform with support from PSDI. The Secured Transactions Act was passed in May 2012, and an electronic registry was launched in January 2013. PSDI will provide ongoing support and further implementation in 2014. BUSINESS LAW REFORM: PSDI conducted a diagnostic of the company law and the existing company registry in Palau, which was completed in late 2013. Discussions will be held between the government and PSDI on law changes in April 2014, after which, a reform roadmap will be prepared. PSDI will also provide assistance in drafting a new Bankruptcy Bill in 2014. STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISE REFORM: PSDI continues to provide support for the development of an SOE Policy and Act. The ﬁrst public consultation on the draft SOE Policy was held in November 2013, and the second in April 2014. In collaboration with the Palau Chamber of Commerce, PSDI has developed a corporate governance strengthening program, with SOE director training continuing in 2014.



NAURU ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



From 2007–2013, PSDI spent $240,000 on access to ﬁnance and SOE reform in Nauru. ACCESS TO FINANCE: Nauru has been without a ﬁnancial institution capable of providing commercial banking services since the collapse of the Bank of Nauru in the early 2000s. In 2012, PSDI carried out an assessment of the ﬁnancial services required, potential banking models, and interested ﬁnancial service providers. Based on his assessment, PSDI supported the preparation of an information memorandum, which was circulated to shortlisted ﬁnancial institutions in June 2013. Expressions of interest were submitted to the government in August 2013. Discussions between the government and the preferred ﬁnancial institution are ongoing. PSDI supported the government to review the existing legislative framework for ﬁnancial institutions. Policy recommendations for the regulation and supervision of ﬁnancial institutions in Nauru were submitted to the government in February 2014. The drafting of a Financial Institutions Bill is expected to commence in Q2 2014. STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISE REFORM: PSDI provided technical assistance to the Government of Nauru to restructure the senior executive management of the Republic of Nauru Phosphate Corporation (RONPHOS), including recruitment of a new chief executive officer (CEO) who commenced in October 2011. PSDI also supported the development of a new organization structure for senior management and board of the Nauru Utilities Corporation (NUC) and Nauru Rehabilitation Corporation (NRC), including assistance with the recruitment of new CEO and other senior management. A new CEO of the NUC took up his position in June 2012. Follow up assistance for performance review of the NUC CEO and recruitment of a new CEO for the NRC was provided under separate ADB funding. The new CEO of the NRC was appointed in November 2013.
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PAPUA NEW GUINEA PSDI ACTIVITY UPDATE | MAY 2014



BACKGROUND



OVERVIEW PACIFIC PRIVATE SECTOR DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE (PSDI) is a regional technical assistance facility coﬁnanced by the Asian Development Bank and the Governments of Australia and New Zealand. From 2007 to 2013, Papua New Guinea (PNG) received $2.6 million in PSDI assistance focusing on: • Access to ﬁnance including secured transactions reform, support to Nationwide Microbank, and the design of the Microﬁnance Expansion Project. • State-owned enterprise reform and public–private partnerships (PPPs), such as reform of the policy and legal framework for community service obligations; reform of the legal framework for PPPs; PPP assessments for Lae Port, Jacksons Airport, and ANGAU Memorial Hospital; and participation in an SOE performance benchmarking study launched in 2012. • Competition, particularly capacity building support to the Independent Consumers Competition Commission (ICCC).



Development of pilots has commenced to promote the economic empowerment of women in PNG.



ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS



ACCESS TO FINANCE • PSDI provided technical assistance to Nationwide Microbank between 2011 and 2013 for the development of an innovative mobile phone-linked bank account, MiCash. Support was provided for (i) a review of the MiCash pilot in West New Britain Province, completed in June 2012; (ii) development of appropriate audit and risk management processes for MiCash, completed in April 2012; and (iii) the development of a MiCash training program for staff and agents, completed in Mar 2013. • In August 2012, Nationwide Microbank won the 2012 PNG Institute of Directors Award for the most innovative company of the year for its MiCash product. Customers can now deposit and withdraw funds through more than 150 agents and branches, predominantly in rural areas. Discussions on future support are ongoing. • The Personal Property Security Act was passed in December 2011. Implementation has commenced and will continue throughout 2014. The online registry has been procured and is expected to go live in Q3 2014. • PSDI also funded the design of the Microﬁnance Expansion Project, a $24 million sector-wide program, coﬁnanced by the governments of Australia and Papua New Guinea, with a focus on strengthening institutions, ﬁnancial literacy and business development skills training for clients, developing appropriate regulation for and supervision of the sector, and establishing a risk share facility for partner institutions to promote expansion of credit to micro and small enterprises. The project was approved in 2010 and will be implemented from 2011–2017. • The focus on access to ﬁnance in PNG is being signiﬁcantly expanded to broaden ﬁnancial market development.



• A review of the legal framework for capital markets commenced in Q1 2014, with a view to providing recommendations for reform and exploring possible legislative and institutional support. • PSDI commenced an analysis of ﬁnancial sector issues in Q1 2014 and will also undertake a complete diagnostic of the current framework for cooperatives beginning Q2 2014.
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STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISE REFORM (SOEs) AND PUBLIC–PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS (PPPs)



DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS



• PSDI commenced support to develop a legal and regulatory framework to promote full transparency in the identiﬁcation, costing, contracting, and ﬁnancing of CSOs by SOEs in 2010. A CSO policy was drafted, and endorsed by the NEC in December 2013. PSDI also provided inputs to amendments to the Independent Public Business Corporation Act, which was endorsed by Cabinet in 2012. These are intended to increase the transparency and accountability of the SOE portfolio. • Concurrent efforts are also underway to substantially strengthen the legislative, governance, and monitoring framework for the SOEs, which is one of the weakest in the Paciﬁc. PSDI launched an SOE performance benchmarking study in September 2012, the ﬁrst time in more than a decade that the ﬁnancial performance of the PNG SOE portfolio was made available to the public. The study triggered substantial public debate and preceded a public forum on the role of SOEs in the economy, opened by the Prime Minister and chaired by the Minister of Public Enterprises. PSDI presented the ﬁndings of the study at the forum, and the government is now pursuing a number of its recommendations. PSDI funded a visit by Richard Prebble, former New Zealand Minister of State-Owned Enterprises, to discuss the New Zealand experience with privatization and corporatization, and the implications for PNG.



ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



• In the area of PPPs, a PPP Policy was prepared in 2008 and a draft PPP bill was ﬁnalized in 2011, in close collaboration with a multi-agency task force. PPP bill was endorsed by the NEC in Q4 2013 and is ready for submission to Parliament. Once passed, the bill will provide the basis for preparing PPP transactions in a transparent and predictable manner, allowing a PPP program to form and reducing the risks of participation for the private sector.



• PSDI continues to provide capacity support and training to the SOE monitoring unit. Pilot implementation of the CSO Policy in three SOEs will commence in 2014. PNG also participated in the latest edition of the Finding Balance SOE performance benchmarking study, to be published in 2014. • PSDI will support the implementation of the PPP law after it is passed by Parliament, including establishing PPP Centre and developing the PPP project pipeline. While the PPP framework is being developed, PPP transactions are being prepared, such as in the port and airport sectors. Updated Port Moresby and Lae Airport PPP assessments were presented to the NAC in November 2013. Further support is being provided to the IPBC/PNG Ports to prepare a PPP strategy for Lae Port. A PPP options analysis is expected to be completed in April 2014. A PPP assessment of the stage 2 Jackson’s Airport modernization program was undertaken, with the results expected to be presented to the government in Q1 2013.



ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



COMPETITION • A review of PNG’s competition policy commenced in 2014. An implementation plan will be prepared for discussion with relevant stakeholders after the diagnostic is completed. • PSDI also continues to support PNG’s Independent Consumer and Competition Commission in formulating competition policy, promoting competition, and investigating violations and prosecuting enforcement actions.



ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



CROSSCUTTING • In February 2014, PSDI and the Institute of National Affairs launched The Challenges of Doing Business in Papua New Guinea, an analysis of business impediments in Papua New Guinea drawn from a survey of 130 ﬁrms. Two presentations were held. The ﬁrst was a breakfast organized by the Port Moresby Chamber of Commerce attended by business people and senior politicians, including the Prime Minister and the Treasurer. The second was at the National Research Institute, attended by civil servants, academics, and some from the business community. PSDI is undertaking a private sector assessment for PNG in 2014.



ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN • In 2014, PSDI will be developing two pilots: the ﬁrst will boost women’s capacity and skills to enter ﬁsheries related businesses through the provision of training, mentoring, and assistance with accessing ﬁnance; and the second will enable women in the informal sector to grow their businesses by assisting them to diversify products and access new markets.



SAMOA



PSDI ACTIVITY UPDATE | MAY 2014



OVERVIEW



BACKGROUND



PACIFIC PRIVATE SECTOR DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE (PSDI) is a regional technical assistance facility coﬁnanced by the Asian Development Bank and the governments of Australia and New Zealand. From 2007 to 2013, Samoa received $1.6 million in PSDI assistance focusing on: • access to ﬁnance, in particular, secured transactions reform; • business law reform, including company law and registry reform, and support for the establishment of the Customary Land Advisory Commission; • state-owned enterprise reform, including participation in the Finding Balance comparative studies of SOE performance in the Paciﬁc, support for SOE privatization, and SOE training and capacity building; and • competition policy.



AND RESULTS



ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



DESCRIPTION



ACCESS TO FINANCE PSDI assisted Samoa with the drafting of a new personal property securities (secured transactions) bill, which was passed in February 2013.



PSDI will support implementation of the personal property securities act through the design and installation of an electronic registry, along with broad implementation and public awareness on the application of the new law. Procurement of the registry has commenced, with implementation planned for Q3 2014.



DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS



BUSINESS LAW REFORM After updating the Companies Act Regulations in early 2013, PSDI assisted with the procurement and installation of a new electronic registry. This is being accompanied by signiﬁcant public awareness activities and capacity building in coordination with the New Zealand Companies Office. The registry implementation has also revealed various elements of company law which would beneﬁt from an updating amendment. PSDI has been asked to provide drafting and policy support for those legislative changes. PSDI surveyed company administrators and business services providers to evaluate the performance of the Samoa company registry one year after its launch and found that: (i) registering and maintaining companies was signiﬁcantly easier since launch, (ii) company searching from their desk saves large amounts of time and money, and (iii) the ease of access to information assisted with their company administration, accounting, and auditing activities. PSDI also provided assistance for the drafting of legislation to support the establishment of the Customary Land Advisory Commission.
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ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



BUSINESS LAW REFORM (continued) PSDI will undertake a review of the business names, business licensing, and electronic transactions laws going forward. PSDI may also support the promotion of e-payment facilities with government, with the company registry as a pilot project.



STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISE REFORM AND PUBLIC–PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS



ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS



Samoa participated in the PSDI-funded comparative studies on the performance of SOEs in the Paciﬁc in 2009, 2011, and 2012. After the 2009 study was published, the Prime Minister, recognizing that the practice of appointing ministers and public servants as SOE directors was directly contributing to the poor performance of Samoa’s SOEs, sponsored the introduction and passage of the Composition Act through Parliament. With the enactment of the Composition Act in early 2012, the boards of all SOEs were restructured to remove all elected officials and substantially reduce the number public servants. In 2010, almost 50% of all SOE directors were either ministers or public servants. Following the reforms in 2012, only 11% of SOE directors are public servants— none are elected officials. The move to professional boards is intended to provide the SOEs with greater focus on their commercial mandate. In 2012, the government requested PSDI to support the privatization of three SOEs: Agriculture Stores Corporation (ASC), Polynesian Airlines (Investment) Limited (PAIL), and Samoan Shipping Services (SSS). The Cabinet approved PSDI’s recommended sales strategy for ASC but the Privatization Committee has opted for a more complex sales process to be completed by Q2 2014. PSDI’s privatization options study paper for PAIL was submitted in October 2012, but has not yet been presented to Cabinet. PSDI also provided technical support for the development of SOE reform policy conditions for inclusion in the joint donor policy matrix approved in 2013.



Samoa has participated in all editions of the Finding Balance SOE performance benchmarking study and will also participate in the edition to be published in 2014. PSDI will continue to support the privatization of ASC and PAIL. Work on the scoping study for SSS will be deferred pending clariﬁcation of government’s intentions. Following a request from the Government of Samoa, PSDI will support the government identify and structure outsourcing PPP (service) contracts to the private sector.



ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN An assessment of the constraints to women’s economic empowerment in Samoa is planned for 2014.



ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS



CROSSCUTTING In 2008, PSDI prepared the Samoa Private Sector Assessment: Consolidating Reform for Faster Growth.



An update of the 2008 private sector assessment for Samoa is underway will be published in 2014.



SOLOMON ISLANDS



PSDI ACTIVITY UPDATE | MAY 2014



OVERVIEW



BACKGROUND



THE PACIFIC PRIVATE SECTOR DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE (PSDI) is a regional technical assistance facility co-ﬁnanced by the Asian Development Bank and the governments of Australia and New Zealand. Solomon Islands has been leading reform efforts among Paciﬁc island economies and PSDI has provided substantial support to the country. From 2007 to 2013, Solomon Islands received $3.3 million in PSDI assistance. These funds were allocated to • business law reform, principally on company law and customs law reform; • state-owned enterprise (SOE) reform, including the privatization of Sasape Marina and the design and implementation of the community service obligation (CSO) framework; • access to ﬁnance activities such as secured transactions reform and a review of the regulatory framework for microﬁnance and mobile banking. Assistance on developing competition policy is just commencing in the country, as are pilots promoting the economic empowerment of women.



DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS



An extensive reform of the collateral framework for moveable property allows the pledging of business assets such as accounts receivable, inventory, and equipment as security for loans. PSDI supported the passage of the Secured Transactions Act in 2008 and the establishment of an electronic registry in 2009. As a result, more than 10,000 security interests have been ﬁled (as of end 2013). On average, loan processing times have also declined from several weeks to 1-2 days. The largest ﬁnance company in Solomon Islands reports an increase in its loan portfolio by a factor of six as a result of the reform.



ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



ACCESS TO FINANCE



In 2014, PSDI commenced secured transactions implementation support, including designing ﬁnancial products to expand the use of the secured transactions framework. A ﬁnancial sector assessment is being undertaken in conjunction with a broader Solomon Islands private sector assessment. PSDI also continues to support the Central Bank of Solomon Islands and the Ministry of Finance in credit union policy and legal reform, and is working with a commercial bank on a pilot mobile banking project using technology on coastal shipping vessels to service remote rural communities. The Ministry of Finance and Treasury has requested PSDI support to draft new legislation for the Solomon Islands National Provident Fund and PSDI has also commenced discussions with Solomon Islands National Provident Fund and the Central Bank of Solomon Islands on a package of assistance to further develop the Fund’s portfolio management decisions and investment capability.



DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS



BUSINESS LAW REFORM To date, PSDI’s most extensive business law reform has occurred in Solomon Islands, where the Companies Act was passed in 2010, accompanied by the installation of a fully electronic company registry, Company Haus. (www.companyhaus.gov.sb) Company Haus is accessible from anywhere with internet access, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The online registry has made it cheaper and faster for new businesses to incorporate, by cutting through red tape, such as ministerial approvals for company names, requirements to produce company seals, and eliminating the need to travel to Honiara. As a result, the average time taken to form a company has now been reduced from up to 3 months to less than 36 hours. There is now an average of 271 new companies incorporating each year, more than double the pre-reform registration rate. The new company laws also include innovative company structures, such as the single shareholder company, designed to allow maximum ﬂexibility for entrepreneurs, especially women, to set up and manage a business without other external ownership inﬂuences. The community company structure has also been introduced, which is a more transparent and accountable alternative to informality or establishing trusts and cooperatives. It has great potential for managing royalties received from resources, and payments received from leases of customary land. There are now 17 community companies in Solomon Islands.
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ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



BUSINESS LAW REFORM (continued) A complementary reform following on from the company law reform is the simpliﬁcation of the business names registration system. Business names are a form of license used extensively by small and medium enterprises across Solomon Islands. The passage of the Business Names Bill through Parliament will pave the way for signiﬁcant reductions in processing the near 1,000 licenses per year. The bill is going through the ﬁnal stages of government approval, with a target of tabling in Parliament by the end of 2014. PSDI is also undertaking a diagnostic of the Foreign Investment Registry, with a view to building a common online registry platform encompassing foreign investment, companies, and business name registrations. PSDI is also assisting the Solomon Islands government with a modernized customs and excise regime, which currently operates in an outdated legislative framework. The reform aims to promote faster clearing procedures, reduce informality in processes, improve revenue collections, improve border protection, and facilitate trade. The bill is in ﬁnal stages of technical consultation, which will be followed by Cabinet and Attorney General’s Chambers approvals. It is intended for the bill to be tabled in Parliament by the end of 2014.



DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS



Solomon Islands SOEs have registered dramatic improvement in their efficiency and proﬁtability over the past 6 years. Rates of return on both assets and equity, which were negative from 2002-2009, are now positive, demonstrating that with strong government commitment, SOE reform provides one of the best opportunities to improve economic performance. As greater awareness develops on the outcomes of SOE reforms, momentum will increase for more. PSDI supported the SOE monitoring unit in implementing the CSO framework by piloting CSO guidelines in four SOEs, with the ﬁrst-ever CSO contracts being signed in 2011. This has required ongoing training for SOEs and Ministry of Finance officials responsible for SOE monitoring. PSDI also supported the development of shared accounting services for the smaller SOEs and the successful privatization of Solomon Island Printers, which was completed in early 2012. This follows the successful privatization of Home Finance in 2008 and Sasape Marina in 2010. Solomon Islands participated in the PSDI-funded comparative study on the performance of SOEs in the Paciﬁc completed in 2011 and 2012, and is participating in a further edition to be published in 2014.



ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISE REFORM AND PUBLIC–PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS



PSDI continues to provide assistance toward the implementation of the SOE Act and supporting regulations and the development of individual SOE restructuring strategies. The Solomon Islands Ports Authority has sought PSDI support for restructuring and commercialization, which is likely to be undertaken in 2014. PSDI is also working with the Ministry of Finance on the formulation of an SOE recapitalization strategy designed to promote increased private sector participation.



ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN



SUMMARY



In 2013, PSDI completed its ﬁrst study of the constraints to women’s economic empowerment for Solomon Islands. A number of projects were identiﬁed and feasibility assessments undertaken, with four pilots having been designed: • Boosting women’s technical skills to engage in the private sector: starting businesses with 60% women’s participation to maintain and repair solar panels, providing training and access to spare parts. • Mentoring women to management roles: developing gender sensitive materials and providing training on corporate governance, targeting women. A Memorandum of Understanding has been signed with the Solomon Islands Chamber of Commerce to support their Corporate Governance Services Programme, which will be implemented in 2014-2015. • Collaborating with businesses to encourage women’s entrepreneurship: working with companies to identify opportunities and markets for women’s business activities. • Empowering women in the informal sector: working with other stakeholders to introduce legal structures that will encourage collective activities by market vendors.



SUMMARY



CROSSCUTTING PSDI is undertaking a private sector assessment for Solomon Islands with a view to assessing reform progress in recent years and determining the scope for future reforms.



TIMOR-LESTE PSDI ACTIVITY UPDATE | MAY 2014



BACKGROUND



OVERVIEW THE PACIFIC PRIVATE SECTOR DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE (PSDI) is a regional technical assistance facility co-ﬁnanced by the Asian Development Bank and the governments of Australia and New Zealand. From 2007 to 2013, Timor-Leste received $1.9 million in PSDI assistance to assist with developing the ﬁnancial sector. In particular, it has provided extensive assistance to establish the country’s ﬁrst commercial bank. PSDI is now broadening its scope to other areas in ﬁnancial sector development, speciﬁcally in mobile banking, secured transactions reform, and anti-money laundering. It is also broadening its assistance in the area of public–private partnerships (PPPs).



DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS



ACCESS TO FINANCE In 2011, the Microﬁnance Institute of Timor-Leste (IMfTL) became the National Commercial Bank of Timor-Leste (BNCTL), Timor-Leste’s ﬁrst locally owned commercial bank. PSDI was instrumental in supporting this major achievement. Since the transformation was completed, PSDI has supported the institutional strengthening of BNCTL in the areas of risk management, accounting and credit. At 31 May 2013, BNCTL had a signiﬁcant ﬁnancial market presence with 12 branches, almost 17,000 borrowers with approximately $19.7 million in loans, and more than 128,000 depositors with approximately $24.1 million in deposits. This represents a signiﬁcant increase in the number of depositors (+138%), volume of deposits (+152%), number of borrowers (+53%), and volume of loans (+68%) compared to end 2011, which is largely attributable to the decision by the Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste to channel welfare payments through BNCTL. This resulted in savings accounts being opened for a large number of new customers, many of whom previously received cash payments and did not have access to ﬁnancial services.



ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



In 2012, PSDI commenced support to the Central Bank of Timor-Leste to review the laws and policies affecting branchless banking operations, which will continue in 2014. PSDI assessed the potential for introducing a third party provider for branchless banking services, in partnership with the Inclusive Finance for the Under-Served Economy (INFUSE) Programme. The report was ﬁnalized in February 2013.



Following a review of the operations of BNCTL in 2013, PSDI continues to support the evolution of BNCTL into a fully commercial ﬁnancial services provider. In 2014, assistance to BNCTL will include a facilitator for a BNCTL business planning/strategy workshop. An Operations Advisor will also be recruited in Q2 2014, following the appointment of an Operations Manager. The Central Bank of Timor-Leste has indicated that it will request assistance on implementation of selected aspects of an antimoney laundering/combating the ﬁnancing of terrorism (AML/CFT) regime. This assistance could cover the preparation of an AML/CFT strategy, the establishment of a ﬁnancial intelligence unit, and support to reporting entities. PSDI will also continue to support the Central Bank in developing the legal and regulatory framework for branchless banking. A legal diagnostic is being ﬁnalized for secured transactions legal reform in Timor-Leste. Presentations of the ﬁndings and consultations are planned for Q2 2014.
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STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISE REFORM AND PUBLIC–PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS



DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS



A new PPP policy and law, prepared with PSDI support, were endorsed by Cabinet and promulgated in September 2012. PSDI is currently assisting in the implementation of this policy and legal framework. PSDI and the International Finance Corporation (IFC) assessed 22 potential infrastructure projects, resulting in four pre-feasibility studies in 2011. PSDI focused on PPP contract development for the operation and maintenance (O&M) of Timor-Leste’s new power plants. An interim contract was signed for Hera and the plant is now fully operational and supplying Dili. PSDI also ﬁnanced the preparation of a PPP pre-feasibility analysis for the Dili Water Supply System, which concluded that a PPP could be structured for Dili. The Council for the Infrastructure Fund (CAFI) endorsed the recommendations in early 2014, and the government is now funding a full PPP feasibility study. PSDI provided support to develop the terms of reference for this work and will assist the PPP Unit and Project Team in managing the study.



ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



The Dili Water Supply full PPP feasibility study is being done in parallel with the preparation of ADB’s Urban Water Supply and Sanitation Enhancement Sector Project and the Directorate of Water and Sanitation’s ongoing system upgrade planning.



PSDI continues to support the development and implementation of the PPP framework, and engage in advocacy to improve the understanding of PPP concepts in Timor-Leste. This includes the development of detailed PPP project cycle procedures, a business plan for the PPP Unit, and ongoing technical support to the PPP Unit in managing the PPP project cycle. At the request of the government, PSDI will also collaborate with ADB in the development of a power sector strategy, including the identiﬁcation of opportunities for increased private sector participation in generation, transmission, and distribution. PSDI continues to work with the PPP Unit and Ministry of Finance to implement the PPP Policy and legal framework, in particular in support of the Tibar Bay Port, Dili Water Supply, and other potential PPP projects. This work will inform the more detailed PPP Project Cycle procedures, which will be formally issued by the Ministry of Finance in 2014.



ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN PSDI has undertaken an assessment to identify the constraints to the economic advancement of women in Timor-Leste, which includes highlighting social and customary barriers to economic empowerment; legal and regulatory barriers restricting participation in the private sector; deterrents to accessing employment; limits to accessing ﬁnance; and the restrictions to business ownership. PSDI will also work with local non-government organizations to conduct a workshop titled “Supermarkets and Large Buyers Forum” to discuss how women groups/producers can better meet supermarkets and large buyers’ needs, and design strategies to assist in linking retailers and grassroots producers.



ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



CROSSCUTTING A private sector assessment for Timor-Leste will be undertaken in 2014.



TONGA PSDI ACTIVITY UPDATE | MAY 2014



BACKGROUND



OVERVIEW THE PACIFIC PRIVATE SECTOR DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE (PSDI) is a regional technical assistance facility coﬁnanced by the Asian Development Bank and the governments of Australia and New Zealand. From 2007–2013, Tonga received over $2.4 million, in PSDI assistance toward: • crosscutting initiatives, such as the preparation and launch of the Tonga private sector assessment and the funding of a private sector development adviser to work in the Office of the Prime Minister from August 2008 to March 2010; • a broad-based state-owned enterprise (SOE) reform program; and • promoting access to ﬁnance, in particular secured transactions reform.



ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS



ACCESS TO FINANCE PSDI assistance in access to ﬁnance has focused on secured transactions reform. The Cabinet and Legislative Assembly approved the Personal Property Securities Act in September 2010, and electronic registry design commenced shortly thereafter. In April 2011, the Tongan personal property securities registry went live, with more than 600 notices ﬁled by the year’s end. PSDI also supported some minor amendments to the Act, which were passed in December 2012, as well as an upgrade of the registry. This was part of a regional upgrade in a bid to continually improve the operation of the registries.



PSDI will continue to support secured transactions implementation in 2014.



BUSINESS LAW REFORM



DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS



In 2009, PSDI assisted in preparing the Companies (Amendment) Bill, in close consultation with the International Finance Corporation (IFC). The IFC was responsible for the design and implementation of the company registry. The bill, approved by the Cabinet and Legislative Assembly in September 2009, streamlines the Companies Act 1995 and provides for an electronic registry. The IFC-funded registry went live in December 2009. However, the registry was still a hybrid paper/electronic registry at the end of 2011, which prevented legal reform beneﬁts from becoming fully realized. The government requested ADB to undertake registry design and implementation of a fully electronic company registry in 2013, similar to that of Solomon Islands. PSDI completed the diagnostic, with procurement to be completed in Q1 2014. The Tonga private sector assessment identiﬁed the business licensing laws as one of the most signiﬁcant impediments to the private sector. The licensing rules were complex. They required businesses to obtain multiple licenses annually. The government undertook business licensing reform with assistance from PSDI. A diagnostic was completed and amendments to the Business License Act were drafted and passed by Parliament in late 2012. These would simplify the entire licensing regime and reduce transaction costs to business. PSDI also assisted with the advocacy and drafted regulations.
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BUSINESS LAW REFORM (continued)



ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



In 2012, Parliament passed a new Business License Act and it commenced in 2013. PSDI supported this reform and will support the implementation process. The Business Names Act was passed in 2013, with implementation to commence in Q1 2014. PSDI will support a new registry, which will combine company, business names, and business licenses. A Receiverships Bill has been ﬁnalized and is now with Crown law. It is scheduled for submission to Parliament in Q3 2014. Policy consultations and drafting of a Bankruptcy Bill will commence in Q2 2013 with the bill to be ﬁnalized and tabled in Parliament Q3 2014. Consultation will commence on the amendments to the Foreign Investment Bill in 2014. An electronic transactions diagnostic has been completed with a Bill to be ﬁnalized in Q2 2014.



DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS



STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISE REFORM AND PUBLIC–PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS PSDI supported a broad-based state-owned enterprise (SOE) reform program that has impacted all of Tonga’s SOEs. This included the preparation of an amended SOE Act, governance training, the development of a director performance appraisal system and a skills-based director selection process, the development and implementation of community service obligation guidelines, and training to assist in implementing the provisions of the amended SOE Act. PSDI also assisted the Ministry of Public Enterprises in publishing SOE ﬁnancial results, as required by the amended act. Tonga is the ﬁrst Paciﬁc country to publish SOE ﬁnancial and operational performance information in local newspapers. PSDI has supported the merge of Tonga Print with Tonga Post, the corporatization and commercialization of the biosecurity heat treatment facility and the Small Industries Centre, development of restructuring options for Tonga Communications Corporation, and undertaken an outsourcing scoping study for Tonga Water Board. PSDI has worked closely with ADB’s Paciﬁc Subregional Office and other donor partners in the design of SOE reform policy actions for inclusion in program grants and loans in Tonga.



ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



Throughout 2012, ongoing capacity support and training was provided to the SOE monitoring unit in Tonga. Ongoing policy dialogue has led to agreement to undertake further SOE restructuring and governance reforms in 2013. Outsourcing of subsidized air ferry services in Tonga has demonstrated the beneﬁts of contracting with the private sector through PPPs.



Tonga participated in the three PSDI-funded Finding Balance benchmarking studies on the performance of SOEs in the Paciﬁc in 2009, 2011, and 2012, and is participating in the update due for publication in the ﬁrst half of 2014. PSDI has agreed to provide SOE reform technical assistance that will deliver on-the-ground reform support and capacity development in 2014.



ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



COMPETITION PSDI undertook a diagnostic of Tonga’s competition framework in 2013. Policy design has commenced and is on track for completion by Q4 2014.



DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS



CROSSCUTTING In 2008, PSDI published Transforming Tonga: A Private Sector Assessment, triggering a signiﬁcant range of reform measures, including: company law reform; secured transactions reform; engagement on microﬁnance; and various initiatives supporting private sector growth. In 2011, PSDI prepared an update to the 2008 private sector assessment to assess reform progress as recommended in the earlier version, and identify and prioritize Tongan private sector-led reforms. In October 2011, the update’s results were presented to key policy-making ministries and the cabinet subcommittee responsible for economic development. In March 2012, the study’s ﬁndings and recommendations were presented at the Central Bank’s sponsored Economic Summit in Tonga. The results have signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced government policy development, and the ﬁnal report (Continuing Reform to Promote Growth: An Update of the Private Sector Assessment for Tonga) was published in December 2012. From August 2008 to March 2010, at the request of the Tongan government, PSDI funded a private sector development (PSD) adviser to work in the Office of the Prime Minister. The PSD adviser provided general support for the government’s PSD reform program and supported the Ministry of Public Enterprises in implementing its SOE reform agenda.



VANUATU



PSDI ACTIVITY UPDATE | MAY 2014



BACKGROUND



OVERVIEW THE PACIFIC PRIVATE SECTOR DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE (PSDI) is a regional technical assistance facility co-ﬁnanced by the Asian Development Bank and the governments of Australia and New Zealand. From 2007 to 2013, Vanuatu received over $1 million in PSDI assistance. More than half of spending in Vanuatu has been in the area of access to ﬁnance. Assistance was also provided in business law reform and state-owned enterprise reform. PSDI undertook a private sector assessment in 2009, which is being updated in 2014. Some work in the area of competition is underway in the maritime sector.



ACCESS TO FINANCE



DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS



PSDI provided assistance to strengthen the institutional capacity of the Vanuatu Financial Services Commission (VFSC), the main regulatory and supervisory body of the non-banking ﬁnancial services industry (both offshore and onshore). It also reviewed the structure and operation of the International Financial Centre and provided recommendations for a corporate strategy. PSDI supported the reform of the secured transactions framework through the drafting and passage of the Personal Property Securities Act, which was passed in July 2008. Accompanying the reform, an electronic registry was installed in April 2009 to record the ﬁling of security interests, at which point the new system became operational. Training of VFSC staff was also provided to support the implementation of the Act and registry. An upgrade of the registry was completed in February 2012. PSDI continues to support secured transactions implementation in 2014. A diagnostic was prepared for the Reserve Bank of Vanuatu and the VFSC on the legislative framework for microﬁnance to ensure that unregulated microﬁnance institutions that take deposits are adequately regulated to protect the interests of deposit holders.



ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



In 2012, PSDI provided assistance to the Vanuatu Women’s Development Scheme (VANWODS) to strengthen its strategy and governance through a series of workshops with the management and board. PSDI also facilitated the participation of VANWODS at the Microﬁnance Winter Academy hosted by ACLEDA Bank and the Frankfurt School of Finance and Management in Siem Reap, Cambodia.



PSDI is providing assistance to the Central Bank on improving the legal and regulatory framework for ﬁnance, including microﬁnance. A ﬁnancial sector assessment is being undertaken as part of the 2014 update of the Vanuatu private sector assessment. Early discussions are ongoing with the National Provident Fund on possible assistance to strengthen portfolio and investment management. PSDI is assisting with the drafting of a new trustee bill to improve Vanuatu’s compliance with international commitments and its reputation as an offshore ﬁnancial center. PSDI is also in early discussions on a range of issues related to the ﬁnancial action taskforce guidelines, in particular, the anti-money laundering framework and ensuring that the international companies regime is in line with best practices.
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ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS



BUSINESS LAW REFORM PSDI is supporting the Vanuatu Financial Services Commission (VFSC) and State Law Office (SLO) on the introduction of the new Companies Act, which was passed by Parliament in September 2012, and the Companies (Insolvency and Receiverships) Act and Insolvency (Crossborder) Act passed by Parliament in Q3 2013.



Procurement of the electronic company registry is ongoing to support the implementation of the Companies Act. Registry migration and capacity building across all stakeholder groups, including the company registry will be undertaken as a next step. While PSDI supported the drafting of a Personal Insolvency Bill as part of the insolvency reform package, the government indicated in 2014, that this has become a lower priority. PSDI will keep a watching brief and stands ready to recommence assistance in this area when government priorities change.



ONGOING AND FUTURE PROJECTS



DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS



STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISE REFORM AND PUBLIC–PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS PSDI supported the preparation of a new SOE Policy to serve as a blueprint for subsequent SOE legislation, to place the SOEs on a ﬁrm commercial footing and enhance the governance, monitoring, and accountability frameworks. The SOE Policy was approved in October 2013. PSDI assisted the government prepare one SOE for liquidation. Three others were also identiﬁed for liquidation.



PSDI continues to support a separate ADB technical assistance (TA) project to undertake SOE reform in Vanuatu. The ADB TA will help in the preparation of a new SOE Act based on the approved policy, strengthen the governance arrangements, implement SOE restructuring measures, and provide capacity training for directors and SOE monitoring staff. PSDI continues to provide ongoing capacity support and training to the SOE monitoring unit in Vanuatu. In collaboration with ADB’s Port Vila Urban Development Project, PSDI will provide assistance to structure a public– private partnership (PPP) contract for the operation and maintenance of a new wastewater treatment facility in Port Vila. Other corporatization and PPP opportunities are being explored in the power and water sectors.



SUMMARY



COMPETITION PSDI is reviewing the economic and competition implications of the proposed new maritime regulatory arrangements in Vanuatu.



SUMMARY



CROSSCUTTING PSDI published Sustaining Growth: A Private Sector Assessment for Vanuatu in 2009. An update of the Vanuatu private sector assessment is underway and will be published in 2014.
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